
1. Site 
marquee, 
remove cover 

2. Lift on lower 
centre, V struts 
to open 

3. As far as 
possible, 2 persons 
at opposite ends is 
best 

4a. EITHER insert 
rigging pole 
under slider 
and... 

4b. Pull down on top 
frame.  Best for hard 
surfaces, 

5a. OR insert rigging 
pole under centre 
pole by lifting one 
side of tent. 

5b.  Then pull down 
on upper scissor 
frame until 

6. Sliders pop into pin 
buttons.  Check all 
buttons are firm. 

7.  Pull canopy velcros 
down tightly through 
frame brackets  

8.  Extend legs to 
desired height.  If 
windy extend 
downwind legs first. 

9. HARD GROUND   
Put two part jigsaw 
weights on leg base 
plates.  Min 30kgs per leg 
in moderate winds. 

10. Attach base bars 
before attaching side 
walls 

11. Attach side wall to 
top velcro then fasten 
all velcro leg tabs 

12. Attach side wall 
velcro tabs to base 
bars 

13. Attach side wall 
corner flaps and small 
velcros at bottom 
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SOFT GROUND 
Knock in peg approx 
1m away from base 
leg 

Attach one ratchet 
strap to the scissor 
frame at the top of 
each leg 

Thread long strap 
through slot in short 
strap, then pull 
through to take up 
slack 

Crank up ratchet 
strap till the strap is 
tight. DO NOT 
OVER-TIGHTEN! Then 
follow steps 10 to 13 

CAUTION! 
In windy conditions the 
marquee should be anchored 
manually whilst straps or 
weights are being attached.  
Always raise the downwind legs 
first,and always lower the 
upwind legs first. Use extra 
assistance if required. See over 
for weather limitations. In the 
event of unexpectedly strong 
winds, remove sidewalls 
immediately. Then ask for 
assistance to take down the 
marquee if necessary. 


